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The Chester Harding House stands on a nearly rectangular lot (No. 16) on the
southeastern side of Beacon Street opposite the head of Bowdoin Street (which
intersects Beacon at right angles) in Boston, Massachusetts. The house covers
the entire lot with the exception of a small garden/courtyard at its rear
(southeastern) edge. The lot is flanked by substantial office buildings
dating from the early 20th century: Congregational House (14 Beacon Street)
to the northeast and the Claflin Building (18 Beacon Street) to the southwest.
The Harding House is a brick row house, four stories high above a full basement, topped by a flat roof. It was constructed in Federal style by
Thomas Fletcher in 1808 and was originally known as "Amory's Folly" (Amory
was presumably the first owner) because of its size and pretentiousness.
Exterior detailing included a one-story columned entry porch, flat arches
above the windows (which decrease in size from the first to the fourth floor),
and a dentilled cornice at the roof line. The triple square-headed windows
on the first floor are a practical innovation..which appeared in several
Boston row houses of the period, providing maximum light for a one-window
room. An arched opening (now bricked in) to the right (southwest) of the
front entrance served a passageway leading to the rear of the house. The
interior followed a side-hall plan with kitchen in the basement (a typical
arrangement for houses on Boston's Beacon Hill), parlor and dining room on
the first floor, and bedrooms above. Perhaps the most notable interior
feature of the house was its oval flying staircase with graceful carved
balusters and newel.
Several alterations were made in the house after the period of Chester
Harding's residence there (1826-30), the most significant of them in 1885.
At that time a new one-story, three-bay entry porch was constructed and
the front elevation extended above it on the second and third floors. This
rectangular addition carried a bay window on its lower level, two oriels
with corbelled bases, and a dentilled cornice capped by an iron balustrade.
During the 1920's the house became the property of the Unitarian Church
Association, which adapted it for office use: some interior partitions
were removed; institutional lighting fixtures were installed; windows were
altered to provide emergency exists; and a metal fire escape was built on
the front elevation.
In 1963 the Boston Bar Association renovated the Harding House for use as its
headquarters with kitchen facilities and dining room in the basement, double
reception room on the first floor, offices and conference rooms on the
second and third floors, and a library on the fourth. Some structural repair
was necessary and modern heating and electrical systems were installed. On
the exterior, the third floor section of the 1885 addition (including the
oriel windows) and the fire escape were removed; the remaining portion of the
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This four-story brick building, located at 16 Beacon Street in Boston,
Massachusetts was from 1826 to 1830 the home of Chester Harding. Though
largely self-taught, Harding was one of America's most successful portrait
painters in the four decades before his death in 1866. When he settled at
Boston in the late 1820's, the popularity of his work amounted to a "Harding
fever"--a term coined by Gilbert Stuart, whose own popularity the younger man
temporarily eclipsed.
The Harding House, constructed in 1808 in Federal style, was substantially
altered during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In 1963 the building
was purchased by the Boston Bar Association and renovated for use as that
organization's headquarters. Though interior spaces have not been returned
to their original form, the period character of the house has been restored.
The Harding House is not open to the public; however, interested visitors are
admitted by appointment.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Chester Harding was born at Conway, Massachusetts, on September 1, 1792 and,
with almost no schooling, began work at the age of twelve. In 1806 his family
moved to Madison County, New York, then unbroken wilderness. The youth
enlisted as a drummer in the War of 1812 and almost died of dysentery at
Sacketts Harbor. Discharged from the service, he obtained a contract to make
drums for the army and, after the war, undertook general cabinet making at
Caledoni-a,-NewYork. There he was imprisoned for debt on the day of his
marriage M £o. Caroline Woodruff. On his release, Harding attempted unsuccessfully to operate 1 a tavern. Threatened with a second prison sentence for debt,
he fled the town^ leaving his wife and new-born child, and traveled to
Pittsburgh ,wfiere ! he found work as a house-painter.
•

After returning $ecretly to Caledonia for his family, Harding opened a signpainting shop,at!Pittsburgh. There he was visited by an itinerant portrait
painter, whose example apparently convinced Harding that painting was the
career for him. His first commissioned work, a portrait of a local baker,
brought him only $5, but when Harding subsequently moved to Paris, Kentucky,
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addition was finished with a broad cornice; and louvered blinds were hung at
the windows above the first floor. While no attempt was made to return to
the original arrangement of rooms, the period character of the interior was
carefully restored. A number of original interior elements remain intact,
including the flying staircase, cornices with egg and dart bands (first floor),
fireplaces with carved mantels and flanking paired colonnettes (first and
second floors), and molded door and window surrounds (all floors). Since the
completion of the 1963 project, the building has been maintained in excellent
condition.
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he raised his fee to $25, then considered a large price. He next spent two
months studying at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, then went to St. Louis
where he spent fifteen successful months. After brief stays at Pittsfield and
Northampton, Massachusetts, the artist moved on to Boston, where the demand for
his work amounted to a "Harding fever"--a term coined by Gilbert Stuart, whose
own popularity the younger man temporarily eclipsed. In six months Harding
painted eighty portraits and acquired sufficient funds to allow him to travel
abroad for an extended period.
Harding left his family at Northampton, Massachusetts, and sailed for England
on August 1, 1823. After traveling through England and France, he opened a
studio in London. There he enjoyed great success, painting royalty and the
nobility. The journal he kept during this period is the record of a backwoodsman who, despite his lack of education and polished manners, became a
social lion. Indeed, Harding was so charmed by British life that he decided
to remain in England and sent for his family, a decision that proved to be a
mistake both financially and socially. The Hardings sailed for Boston in
1826 and took a house there at 16 Beacon Street, where they lived for the next
four years. In 1830 the family moved to Springfield, Massachusetts, their
permanent home until Harding T s death in 1866.
Harding's Beacon Street house had been constructed by Thomas Fletcher in 1808
and was originally known as "Amory's Folly" because of its size and pretentiousness. Though its Federal design was probably unchanged when the artist
lived there, substantial alterations have been made since that time, most
notably in 1885 when the front of the building was extended. In 1963 the
Harding House was purchased by the Boston Bar Association and renovated
for use as the organization's headquarters. Though the interior had already
been adapted for office space, the Bar Association has taken care to restore
the period character of the building. The Harding House is not open to the
public, but interested visitors are admitted by appointment.
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Coburn, Federick W. "Chester Harding," Dictionary of American Biography
(Volume VIII, 1932).
Harding, W. P. G.
1960).

A Sketch of Chester Harding, Artist (revised edition,

Shackleton, Robert. "A Benvenuto of the Backwoods," Harper's Magazine
(July, 1916).
Tiffany, Osmond. "Chester Harding, the Self-Made Artist," Lippincott's
Magazine (January, 1874).
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The boundaries of the national historic landmark designation for the Chester
Harding House are those of the nearly rectangular city lot on which that
building stands. The building covers the entire lot, with the exception of a
small garden-courtyard at the rear edge. Specific lines are defined as
follows: bounded northwesterly by the southeastern curbline of Beacon Street
28 feet; northeasterly by No. 14 Beacon Street, the Congregational House,
85 feet; southeasterly by a rear portion of the Congregational House 25 feet;
and southwesterly by Park Street Place and No. 18 Beacon Street, the Claflin
Building, in sections of 20 and 65 feet respectively.

